CONNECT YOUR FAVORITE FIELDS, CREATE YOUR PROFESSIONAL PATH

A double major in Philosophy and Women’s Studies will give you a solid knowledge base in two fields and increase your employment and graduate school opportunities. You can focus on ethics, religious studies, or science and technology. By connecting perspectives on intersections of gender, race, class, sexuality, and nation with philosophy, you can develop a distinct course of study that will establish valuable foundations for your future professional, personal, and academic goals.

CAREER PATHS

- Lawyer
- Child advocate
- Social justice activist
- Policy analyst
- Professional writer
- Educator
- Nonprofit leader
- Health advocate
- Spiritual leader
- Government representative
- Conflict mediator
- Human resource professional
- Researcher
- Product analyst
- Crisis manager
- International law practitioner
- Ethical compliance expert
- Medical doctor

PLANNING A DOUBLE MAJOR

The key to a double major is planning your studies with your Women’s Studies advisor and taking advantage of your ability to double dip courses that count in both majors. We count four classes in both Philosophy and Women’s Studies. With these 12 hours of credit, a double major is clearly attainable within the 120 credit hour requirement.

DOUBLE DIPPIERS

To complete the 12 Credit Hours of Electives, consider the following courses that would count as electives in both majors:

- PHIL 402 Gender and Philosophy
- PHIL 410 Social and Political Philosophy
- PHIL 345 Bioethics
- PHIL 344 Environmental Ethics